The Kremlin Prepares to Further Integrate Belarus
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By George Barros

Warning forecast: Belarusian President Alexander Lukashenko’s upcoming meeting with Russian President Vladimir Putin in Moscow may culminate in Lukashenko ceding more of Belarus’ remaining sovereignty to Russia.

The Kremlin is conducting ministerial meetings with Belarus to set conditions to exploit Lukashenko’s vulnerability at an upcoming meeting with Putin. The Kremlin confirmed Lukashenko will meet Putin in Moscow “in the coming weeks” on August 30. Lukashenko will reportedly meet Putin around September 10. Belarusian Foreign Minister Vladimir Makei met with Russian Foreign Minister Sergey Lavrov in Moscow on September 2. Lavrov articulated some of the Kremlin’s likely demands by expressing support for further formalizing Russia and Belarus’ interactions in the Union State, Collective Security Treaty Organization (CSTO), Eurasian Economic Union (EAEU), and Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS). All are Kremlin-dominated international organizations Moscow leverages to reconsolidate control over the former Soviet Union.

The Kremlin is likely coercing Lukashenko to sign Union State roadmap agreements he previously refused to sign in December 2019. Lavrov confirmed Russian Prime Minister Mikhail Mishustin will visit Minsk on September 3. Lukashenko reportedly signed 28 of 30 Union State roadmaps for Belarusian integration into Russia by the end of 2019. The exact contents of the Union State roadmaps are classified, but Lukashenko’s refusal to sign two final roadmaps on taxation and energy was reported in December 2019. Lukashenko has so far stalled Russia’s absorption of Belarus via the Union State mechanism by stressing that Union State roadmaps’ ratification is only possible as a package deal after every individual roadmap has been agreed upon. Lukashenko will not be able to use this argument to stall further if he signs the final two roadmaps.

The Kremlin will likely deepen its military footprint in Belarus by exploiting the false narrative of external threats to the Union State. The Belarusian Defense Ministry (MoD) confirmed Belarusian Defense Minister Viktor Khrenin’s participation in a prescheduled defense ministerial along with member states of the CIS, CSTO, and Shanghai Cooperation Organization (SCO) in Moscow on September 4. The MoD stated Khrenin’s participation will confirm Belarus’ “adherence to its commitments in the framework of international organization” and will “contribute to the gradual development of military cooperation.” Khrenin will discuss “consolidation of efforts to prevent the threat of the outbreak of wars” and “further strengthening military cooperation” at this ministerial.

The Kremlin likely seeks to open additional strategic basing Belarus despite Kremlin spokesman Dmitry Peskov’s denial on September 2. Moscow has made multiple unsuccessful attempts to open a strategic airbase in Belarus since 2015. ISW forecasted the Kremlin would coerc Lukashenko to permit the Kremlin freedom of movement, strategic basing, and advanced anti-access area denial systems in Belarus based in part on the continuing information operation focusing on a non-existent NATO security threat to Belarus. The Kremlin alternatively may deprioritize securing additional basing in Belarus until after it secures control over Minsk, however.
The Kremlin began a new information operation accusing Ukrainian neo-Nazis of operating in Belarus on September 2 without offering any evidence for this claim. Lavrov claimed the Kremlin gained intelligence that approximately 200 Ukrainian nationalist “extremists” are operating in Belarus to support and “introduce force elements” after his meeting with Makei on September 2. Lavrov stated Russian and Belarusian security services should “deal with [Ukrainian nationalists in Belarus] more substantively.” Lavrov offered no evidence supporting these claims. The Kremlin used disinformation about Ukrainian neo-Nazis to justify Russian military intervention in Ukraine in 2014. This is the first time a senior Kremlin official has explicitly accused Ukrainian personnel of covertly operating in support of the Belarusian protests. Lavrov likely made this statement to justify future Russian intervention into Belarus.

Lukashenko and the Kremlin continue to accuse NATO falsely of a military build up. Lavrov repeated this accusation on September 2. Belarus introduced reciprocal sanctions against Estonia, Latvia, and Lithuanian officials on September 1 in response to their initial sanctions against Lukashenko and his inner circle on August 31.

Lukashenko confirmed that Russian media personnel are supporting him in Minsk, and the Kremlin is attempting to obfuscate their involvement. In an interview to Kremlin media outlet RT Lukashenko thanked RT journalists for coming to Belarus saying, “You were so important to us in this tough period.” Lukashenko’s RT interviewer interjected, saying, “I’d like to remind everyone that we didn’t replace anyone” - a reference to when Russian media personnel took control over Belarusian state media after Belarusian state journalists went on strike on August 19.

There were no significant protests in Belarus on September 4. Protesters held small spontaneous protests in Minsk on September 4. Belarusian authorities dispersed some demonstrations and detained some protesters. These protests were consistent with the weekday protest pattern ISW has observed.

ISW will continue monitoring the situation and providing updates.
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